by AZ e-lite

LIGHT IT YOUR WAY
The New MONO LED Lamp
Functionality and portability combined.

INTRODUCING THE NEW AZEL MONO LAMP WHICH GIVES
YOU THE FREEDOM TO ILLUMINATE YOUR SPACE EXACTLY
AS YOU CHOOSE. THIS INNOVATIVE LAMP IS ENGINEERED
.
FOR VERSATILITY AND DESIGNED TO IMPRESS.

ENTER A NEW ERA OF ILLUMINATION
Convenient Dual Functionality
The AZEL MONO boasts versatility and
functionality. You can easily transform
it from a table lamp to a handheld light,
making it your perfect lighting companion.

Durable And Long-Lasting
The AZEL MONO is built to last with life
span of up to 25,000 hours.

Unparalleled Performance
Powered by innovative LED technology,
the AZEL MONO delivers superior lighting
performance at remarkably low levels of
energy consumption.

Sleek, Aesthetic Design
The AZEL MONO heightens its appeal
with a sleek, stylish design. Available in a
range of vibrant colours, these lights will fit
seamlessly with your living space.

MORE THAN JUST A BEDSIDE LAMP
Dimmable at a touch and removable from its base, the AZEL MONO Lamp
can double up as mood lighting for your living room or table lighting for
romantic al fresco dining. What’s more, with built-in Qi technology, you
can even use your lamp to wirelessly charge your mobile phone simply by
placing it on the lamp base.

Available in

The MONO Lamp ﬁts your interior deco with
its sleek and modern design.

5 colours:

One-touch switch for easy control

Black
Classic,
elegant design
which adds
sophistication
to your interior
decoration

Blue
Instill tranquility
and coolness
with this
refreshing
MONO lamp

Red
Inject passion
and excitement
with this
gorgeous and
outstanding
colour

White
Clean,simple
design that
suits every
living space

Yellow
Create a
fun, warm
and vibrant
atmosphere
with this
cheerful colour
Charge your phone wirelessly on the
Qi-enabled charging base
By creating a magnetic ﬁeld to induce voltage, Qi
Technology enables users to wirelessly charge their
mobile phones and other devices without using a cable.

The lamp can be detached from the base to function
as a portable handheld light for added mobility

SPECIFICATIONS:
Model:

MONO DBL200

Input Voltage:

5VDC/1.5A

Power:

8W

Lumens:

200lm

Color Temperature: Warm white (3000K)
Color Options:
Dimension:

Base Ø170 mm
96 mm(L) x 50 mm(W) x 368 mm(H)

Weight:

680g (excluding adapter)

Charging Time:

2 hours

Battery Life:

Handheld light (no mains power)
100% brightness: 2 hours
25% brightness: 10 hours

Lifespan:

25,000 hours
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